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About This Game

Time has come to join the Dark Journey to the other side of Teana and visit a mysterious part of the world never before seen by
royal bounty hunters.

For the first time in King’s Bounty series, players will be able to choose their hero’s race as well as class. Become a fearless Orcs
warrior, lead and heal your troops as a Demoness, or use dark magic as a fearsome Vampire.

The world is in turmoil. After winning the battle of Tristrem, arrogant elves plunder Orcish villages, desecrate holy shrines, and
massacre the innocents. Orc-Baghyr, the greatest living Orc warrior, is forced to flee with a handful of loyal followers. He vows

to return with a stronger force and retake his homeland!

Armies of human knights invade the land of Atrixus. A young Demoness named Neoleene, still mourning the death of her royal
father, and her small unit of devoted imps is all that stands in the way of the invading horde.

Castle of the ancient Morton clan is threatened by an army of vampire hunters. Young Daert leaves home to seek allies among
the other Dark races. All must join him or perish.

Fates of the three heroes are sealed. They come together in the depths of the Black Cave, where many centuries ago races of
Light imprisoned Ancient Evil. The heroes exchange vows and share antique artifacts, then gather their armies and march to

fight for the very survival of their race. They must unite against the Light or face extinction!
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New companion system (different companions for each character);

New battle companion;

New units, artifacts, and rage abilities;

Over 100 new quests and 15 new locations.
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really fun games, totally worth playing!!!. Great game! Wish they would include blood on release!. No other VR game has me
smashing controllers into shelves and desks as much as this one

11\/10 would smash again

P.S. it requires a play area sligthly larger than the minimum required for the vive, just FYI. Probably my favorite dlc for fallout
3. Cool weapons and a cool story. The atmosphere of the area added is really cool too. The downside is that it doesn't feel like
it's got a ton of replayability and the campaign ends pretty quick.. tl;dr: A Souls-like without the Souls-iness. Don't bother.

Ps & Cs:
+ Lots of secrets and hidden paths
+ Graphics work fine for the game
+ Story seems interesting
- Very imprecise controls destroys the Souls-iness
- Controls are very bizarre and unintuitive

I really wanted to like this game, but it's so slipshod. The inventory \/ crafting system is extremely poorly implemented. The
game tries to be like Dark Souls, but without the tight controls it really just comes across as cheap. The game supports
controllers, however I was never able to get a spell to work. They're also missing very basic functions like a close button. If you
can find it for < $5, and you're a Souls fanatic, it might be worth your time, however for everyone else I can't recommend it. As
an aside the dev did say he would address the close button which shows he's at least a good dude.. Man I love this game, it is
nostalgia of PAPERBOY! BRILLIANT. Quite a fun game, despite being mostly luck based. Although I'm sure there's someone
out there that take 10 minutes per shot to find the most optimal angle possible.

But it's more fun to shoot like a chimp and see what you hit.. Simplistic graphics, simplistic gameplay. This is boring.. Nice
game with a lot of potential. Not clear how to reload. Hope that will be fixed soon.. I don't remember buying this
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'Radium Boy', a distant family member of Super Meat Boy. All I can say is, that if you love(d) Super Meat Boy, play this! This
game isn't an SMB look-alike, but it has the same positive effect.
8.5\/10
PS I got mind f'ed a few times.. Good Game on IOS even greater game on pc although i would like to see some of the appstore
things transferred onto the steamstore
. Bought this to support Fatshark. Love the game and hope for more content to come! :). Can't say I didn't know what was
coming ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I'll have to say that the werewolf is pretty sad in it's responce to facial
actions. Not impressed at all on this install.. Good little game!

Highly recommended for the money.

Makes you feel like a real life sneaky sneaky.. Tsudoishi hoshi ga hitotsu ni naru toki, aratana kizuna ga mirai wo terasu! Hikari
sasu michi tonare! Rimitto \u014cb\u0101 Akuseru Shinkuro! Shinka no hikari, Sh\u016btingu Ku\u0113s\u0101 Doragon!!!.
Anything Metro is automatic hype!. I'll give The Daring Mermaid Expedition a 7\/10.

Things I noticed (Might be slightly spoilery... but nothing major):
Great premise for a story. (Trying to become a member of an explorer \/ adventurer \/ scholarly guild.) (Reminds me of
Pathfinders in a way.)

The pace seemed a bit rapid. You would quickly move to a new location or situation, and about the moment you would
get comfortable... Instead of being able to experience the new location more and enjoy the flavor of the story, you seem
to be abruptly rushed to the next scenario. Sometimes worst, the results from a choice would also feel a bit jarring and
very VERY abrupt, then swept under the rug. (I'm looking at you two Sandoval and Madame, making kissy face for no
real good reason at all. I guess I rolled a natural 20 on my diplomacy check, and now we'll never see these characters
again after all that buildup... *rolls eyes*)

The chance for romance seemed as if the story was trying to force your hand down a romantic path. The problem is that
it also seems to be limited only to the four patrons you meet at the beginning of the story and you don't know enough
about any of them at that time to make an informed decision about them before you're stuck with one of them. The
Romance seems to be only tailored to the Patron you are paired with, and there's never any alternatives given. I guess
there aren't too many fish in the sea after all... Speaking of Fish... There are no chances for romance with mermaids as
far as I can tell, so you'll be disappointed if you wanted to get your freak on with a fish. ~~~ <>< ~~~ ;-)

It was an entertaining exercise in gaining evidence to support a claim, but because the time rapidly moved-by via the
text, and late game literary devices are used to funnel your final findings... you never really felt like you were able to
explore the possibilities of real research and sharing your findings, which forces the reader into a strange form of
anticlimactic stalemate no matter how much evidence you collect. Which leads me to my final observation:

This game felt like a great prolog to a much larger story. This makes for a good first act with three short scenes: establish
the premise, introduce the reader to the world and how it operates, instruct them with the types of things they need to do
and... we're sorry, your story is now over. :( But I'm ready to begin now... do some real hard science! Some great
investigation and legwork! I'm ready for adventure, chasing rumors, and a journey into uncovering the unknown, and
maybe getting into a few fights along the way... But alas, they only get you prepared to be in that mindset, then the story
ends.
So...

Would I recommend this game to others? Yes, but I would recommend other Choice of Games' stories first!

If you're looking for something with a more complete story arc, and great plot branching...
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Try "Choice of Robots" or "A Wise Use of Time". (Both of those are 'Great!' and every choice you make in those stories
seem to have consequences, for better or

for worst, no matter how small of a choice it was.)

(The Daring Mermaid Expedition is just 'good', or maybe just 'okay', but the premise has potential. I bet they do another
one similar soon or just expand based

on the world building that has already been done for a future title.)

I'll leave you with this thought: The most interesting part of The Daring Mermaid Expedition was a mechanic where you
would report your findings via correspondence with your Patron and the Royal German Marinological Society. (This
should have been played up more, and used to further more story bits. If a new "explorer guild" type of story game is
written again, I would suggest focusing on these beats. It's a perfect wrap up to what just happens, and leaves you
expecting fallout (both good or bad) from how you report it. Unfortunately, this never came to full fruition because 1. it
didn't happen enough (needs more story), and 2. seemed like it was just used as a litmus test setup for if your patron
would like you or not. (And not an ongoing journal of your findings or adventures, which is what it should have been.)

Buy it, Try it, and let me know what you guys think. I'm interested in reading other people's take with this game.

Much Love & Peace!
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